Crimson Spell Volume 1
"I'll do it! I'll become your
thrall!" A crossdressing girl
and an obsessive vampire
find themselves entangled
in a dangerous relationship
inside the boys' dorm. This
is a heart-pounding boys'
love-esque romance drama
from award-winning author
Ema Toyama!Mito,
pretending to be a boy, lives
in the boys' dorm as the
vampire Ruka's thrall. Every
day, Ruka showers Mito with
love to sweeten her blood.
But the legends speak of a
"fated partner" for each
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vampire, so Mito's heart
wavers… will Ruka abandon
her?! Meanwhile, one thing
after another happens and
Mito ends up in very close
quarters with the
mysterious Ren! Could he be
falling for her, too?! The
dangerous romance between
a crossdressing girl and an
obsessive vampire
continues!
Alice in Wonderland (also
known as Alice's Adventures
in Wonderland), from 1865,
is the peculiar and
imaginative tale of a girl
who falls down a rabbit-hole
into a bizarre world of
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eccentric and unusual
creatures. Lewis Carroll's
prominent example of the
genre of "literary nonsense"
has endured in popularity
with its clever way of
playing with logic and a
narrative structure that has
influence generations of
fiction writing.
Freelance photographer
Akihito Takaba has
something Fei Long wants,
and this Hong Kong crime
boss will stop at nothing to
get it, including kidnapping
the young photographer’s
friends! Akihito turns to the
only person he can think of
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for help—Fei Long’s former
lover and current rival in
crime Ryuichi Asami. But
even Asami can’t stop the
sparks from flying when his
old flame meets his new
replacement! -- VIZ Media
In the Mediterranean at end
of the 17th century, former
songstress Armeria
disguises herself as a boy
and boards the ship of the
pirate Skulls--the man who
kidnapped Luce, her first
love. Captain Skulls is
arrogant, violent, and a skirt
chaser! And unfortunately
for Armeria, he discovers
she's a woman... -- VIZ
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Media
Finder Deluxe Edition:
Honeymoon, Vol. 10 (Yaoi
Manga)
Blue Morning, Vol. 1 (Yaoi
Manga)
Loveless 3
Finder Deluxe Edition:
Secret Vow, Vol. 8 (Yaoi
Manga)
Calen, who has no memory
beyond being a soldier,
begins his new life in Limbo
with a caretaker named
Makoto. To atone for his
sins, Calen has been given
the powers of a reaper and
tasked with guiding and
protecting the souls of the
dead. As he works alongside
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the purehearted Makoto,
Calen begins to develop
feelings for him. But will
those feelings change once
he learns Makoto’s true
nature? -- VIZ Media
"Yuriyon" - A compilation of
four-page yuri stories from
the creator of "Why Does
Love Do This To Me?". Enjoy
these wonderfully sweet
stories between women in the
workplace. This is Ayano
Ayano's first ever doujinshi
and holds a special place in
their heart.
This public domain book is
an open and compatible
implementation of the
Uniform System of Citation.
They believed that every
time they took a life, they
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brought happiness to
another... Before becoming
Night Raid's deadliest ally,
Akame was a young girl
bought by the Empire and
raised as an assassin whose
sole purpose was to
slaughter everything in her
path. Because that's what
makes people happy...right?
Discover Akame's shocking
past in Akame ga KILL! Zero,
the prequel to the hit
series Akame ga KILL!
Pathos Vol. 1
The Tyrant Falls in Love 4
2-in-1 Edition
The Ancient Magus' Bride
Vol. 13

Pulled back in time by a demon to
Puritan Massachusetts, Phoebe must
free one of her ancestors from the
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demon's spell in order to return to her
own time, before the witch hunters
discover her true nature and kill her.
Roi, a black goat spirit, is getting
bullied when out of nowhere he’s
rescued by the beautiful fire god Xiu.
Xiu gives Roi the ability to take
human form, and a grateful Roi
decides to serve Xiu as his new
master. Now by Xiu’s side every day,
Roi wishes to become more than just
his servant. Painfully aware of just
how ugly he is, Roi believes Xiu could
never care about him, and one day
something happens to bring Xiu's
wrath down on Roi. What must he do
to gain the fire god’s favor? -- VIZ
Media
At only ten years of age, Akihito Kuze
suddenly inherits the Kuze
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viscountship after his father’s death.
The family's capable butler, Tomoyuki
Katsuragi, takes over the task of
raising the boy, serving as his tutor.
However, the handsome and
intelligent Katsuragi, well respected
even among the aristocracy, remains
cool towards his charge. Akihito finds
himself relentlessly drawn to
Katsuragi, frustrated by the distance
between them and driven to discover
the reasons why. -- VIZ Media
On his quest to find the one behind
the curse on his sword, Vald manages
to sneak into the empire’s capital. His
target is the greatest sorcerer in
Zenedoura—Asterdol. However, in the
midst of his search, Vald is captured
by servants of the emperor.
Fortunately for him, his capture
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brings an unexpected boon—the very
sorcerer Vald is looking for comes
straight to him! What will Vald do
when he discovers that the man
behind the curse looks exactly like
Limris? And now that he’s facing his
greatest danger yet, will Halvir come
to Vald’s rescue? -- VIZ Media
Finder Deluxe Edition: Target in
Sight, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)
Crimson Spell, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)
Monster and the Beast
Ten Count, Vol. 5 (Yaoi Manga)
When a young man takes in an
unfortunate vagrant, helping him
clean up and get back on his feet, a
special relationship begins to
blossom between the two unlikely
companions.
Mito finally understands her
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feelings for Ruka … but just as she
realizes the truth, she and Ruka
have a fight, and she ends up
spending the night with Ren.
However, being in close quarters
with her awakens the half-vampire
dhampir Ren's predatory nature! It's
a three-way triangle between a
crossdressing girl, an obsessive
vampire, and a dangerous dhampir
in this heart-pounding third volume!
Evil thoughts and dark desires Boil
and burn in a wicked brew! Throw
bate and fear into the fire -- May
friends and lovers both be true!
Prue, Piper, and Phoebe don't
know that a coven of warlocks is
hunting them. They don't know that
one of the warlocks has entered
their lives disguised as a friend.
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And they don't know the coven's
mission -- to drain them of their
magical powers, even if it means
destroying them to do it! Now the
Charmed Ones must figure out
which of their friends is really their
enemy. Because sometimes what
you don't know--can kill you.
A cursed prince turns into a raging
demon whose lust can only be
calmed by the skillful hands of one
powerful sorcerer! Prince Vald is
struck by a curse that turns him into
a demon! He seeks out a powerful
sorcerer named Halvir to help break
the curse, and the two go on an
epic journey full of danger̶and
lust̶in search of clues to break the
young princeʼs curse! Vald finally
discovers the one responsible for
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placing the curse upon his sword,
Yug Verlind, and itʼs none other
than court mage Limris?! Shocked
and confused, Vald is then faced
with his greatest threat yet as the
immensely powerful sorcerer
Asterdol wrenches his soul out of
his body. His demon half, now in
complete control, goes on a
rampage, and Vald faces the real
possibility of losing his soul forever!
Finder Deluxe Edition: To the Edge,
Vol. 11
Midnight Stranger, Vol. 1 (Yaoi
Manga)
Alice in Wonderland
Love Pistols, Vol. 10 (Yaoi Manga)
Pain and pleasure collide when a
sophisticated underworld boss crosses
paths with a naive photographer hellPage 13/32
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bent on bringing him down! This deluxe
edition includes never-before-released
material as well as a double-sided color
insert and special cover treatment!
Photographer Akihito Takaba takes on a
risky assignment trying to document the
illegal activities of the Japanese
underworld. When he captures its
leader—the handsome, enigmatic Ryuichi
Asami—in the crosshairs of his
viewfinder, Takaba’s world is changed
forever. Asami faces off against his
greatest enemy yet, and worried for
Akihito’s safety, he tells him to wait
somewhere safe. But sitting idly by has
never been Akihito’s thing, so he insists
on staying by Asami’s side. The two
know that when the big showdown
begins, there will be no turning back.
Will they prevail once again, or has their
luck finally run out?
BURIED SECRETS Chise and her
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classmates at the College are forging new
bonds and friendships, but while they
look to the future, the past still has a
powerful grip on the older
generation—and the futures some of those
elder alchemists are working toward
aren’t bright ones. Oblivious to the
things taking place in the shadows, Chise
and her friends head for the Scottish
highlands on a training trip...only to find
that many of the ancient neighbors who
still walk the night there are less than
welcoming.
Iwaki Kyousuke and Katou Yoji are two
hugely popular adult film stars looking
for a way out of the industry. Their
chance arrives when they’re both invited
to audition for a new erotic film. Imagine
their surprise when the director decides
the only way for him to choose who will
get the coveted lead role is for them to
perform one of the film’s love scenes on
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the spot—with each other! Things get even
crazier when Katou decides to take
drastic measures to ensure he can
continue seeing Iwaki after film
production wraps. How will Iwaki
respond to Katou’s impulsive act? -- VIZ
Media
Keigo surprises Satoru with a three-day
trip to Karuizawa, but when the couple
returns home, Satoru’s mother sees them
kissing goodbye. Now that his parents
know about their relationship, what will
happen to Keigo and Satoru’s romance?
-- VIZ Media
A Strange and Mystifying Story, Vol. 1
(Yaoi Manga)
Finder Deluxe Edition: Naked Truth,
Vol. 5 (Yaoi Manga)
Coyote, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)
Akame ga KILL! ZERO

Upon wielding an ancient sword
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that has been passed down
through his royal family for
generations, Prince Vald is
struck by a curse that turns him
into a demon! In search of
guidance, Vald appeals to the
powerful sorcerer Halvi for help,
and the two set out on a journey
to break the curse. However,
there is one thing the handsome
sorcerer is keeping secret from
the young prince̶the raging
demon that Vald turns into every
night can only be calmed when
Halvi satisfies his lust! And so
begins their epic journey in
search of clues to break the
young prince s curse. -- VIZ
Media
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In order to conceal that he s a
werewolf, Coyote avoids getting
too involved with humans. But
Marleen, a pianist at a bar he
frequents, is interested in him
and just won t take no for an
answer. When Coyote
unexpectedly goes into heat for
the first time, Marleen catches
him while he s unable to
maintain his human form and
offers up a tempting invitation.
Coyote wants to resist, but can
he? -- VIZ Media
Crime boss Ryuichi Asami puts
everything on the line to save
his lover, Akihito Takaba, from
the hands of his enemy.
Unfortunately for them, Fei Long
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has grown quite fond of his
captive. Meanwhile, Russian
mafioso Mikhail Arbatov takes
advantage of the situation to
steal something precious. When
three of the underworld s
biggest crime bosses clash, will
Akihito be the one caught in the
cross fire? -- VIZ Media
Upon wielding an ancient sword
that has been passed down
through his royal family for
generations, Prince Vald is
struck by a curse that turns him
into a demon! In search of
guidance, Vald appeals to the
powerful sorcerer Halvi for help,
and the two set out on a journey
to break the curse. However,
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there is one thing the handsome
sorcerer is keeping secret from
the young prince̶the raging
demon that Vald turns into every
night can only be calmed when
Halvi satisfies his lust! And so
begins their epic journey in
search of clues to break the
young prince s curse. Reads R
to L (Japanese Style) for mature
audiences.
Vampire Dormitory
Awkward Silence, Vol. 5 (Yaoi
Manga)
Love in Limbo, Vol. 1 (Yaoi
Manga)
Crimson Spell, Vol. 5 (Yaoi
Manga)
The latest series from
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the author of fan
favorite Devil’s Honey.
Although they were best
friends in high school,
Nakano and Tsuda haven't
talked in ten years.
Which may have a little
something to do with the
fact that not only were
they more than best
friends, but also that
Tsuda broke Nakano's
heart, leaving him to
pick up the pieces. Now
that they’ve been thrown
back together thanks to
a work project, Nakano
is determined to put the
past behind him, and
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both men decide to keep
their relationship
strictly professional.
The question is, can
they? Reads R to L
(Japanese Style) for
mature audiences.
The curse of the magical
crimson sword has turned
Prince Bald into a
monster... To break the
spell, he sets out on a
journey with the sexy
and gorgeous magician,
Havi. Bald has no idea
that when he turns into
a beast at night, Havi
uses his unique talents
to pacify his beastly
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appetite... The luscious
journey of Bald and Havi
begins.
Akio Yamane’s bloodline
is cursed! Or at least
that’s what his
relatives would have
people think. Now
feverish and delusional
from a terminal illness,
Akio accidentally
summons his family’s
guardian deity. Little
did he know this
sinfully hot god would
appear naked, sporting
ears and a tail. Wait
until Akio finds out the
unconventional and
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rather intimate manner
his protector plans on
using to cure him! -VIZ Media
After crime lord Asami's
subordinate Sudo betrays
him, freelance
photographer Akihito
attempts to chase Sudo
down, only to wind up
captured and at his
mercy. Sudo's fixation
on Asami has only grown
stronger with time, to
the point of wanting him
dead. But Sudo isn't the
only threat: another
enemy appears on the
horizon, gunning for the
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power Asami wields! -VIZ Media
Don't Call Me Dirty
Vampire Knight, Vol. 1
Finder Deluxe Edition:
On One Wing, Vol. 3
(Yaoi Manga)
Vampire Dormitory 3
"Long regarded as a yaoi
favorite."-AnimeFringe.com "It's not
often that one finds a story as
complex as this is that is coupled
with some of the most charged sex
scenes ever."-Amazon.com "Welldrawn action and some steamy
chemistry."-AnimeOnDVD.com The
Chinese crime lord Fei Long comes
to Japan hoping to lure freelance
photographer Akihito into his web
of intrigue and sex. But when his
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friends fall prey to Fei Long's
diabolical schemes, Akihito has
only one person he can ask for
help, the person he despises more
than anyone else on Earth: the
Yakuza boss Asami, who once
made Akihito his sex slave. Will
Asami help Akihito? And if he does,
what new humiliations are in store
for our hero? Also includes an
erotic bonus story. Finder Series 1:
Target in the Finder and Finder
Series 2: Cage in the Finder can be
found in our Recent &
Recommended catalog section.
Ayano Yamane is renowned for her
passionate stories and highly
refined art style in both the United
States and Japan. The Finder story
began as a short work in a popular
anthology magazine, and fan
reaction was so great that Yamane
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soon began fleshing out the
characters and settings into a fully
realized universe. Yamane was
recently the guest of honor at YaoiCon 2004, a fan festival celebrating
the yaoi genre in anime and manga.
Freelance photographer Akihito
Takaba is captured by the very
subject he’s been stalking in his
viewfinder—the handsome and
enigmatic crime lord Asami
Ryuichi! The older man ravages
him, both body and mind. Does this
mean the end for the naive
photographer, or will he live to
shoot another day? -- VIZ Media
Sweet college student Morinaga
believes that his crush on his
mentor Tatsumi will forever go
unrequited, until one night of
passion leads to a burgeoning
relationship between them.
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Akihito has been searching for
Asami in Hong Kong, and after
months apart, they are finally
reunited. But things can never be
easy for these two, and the
helicopter they’re in crashes! When
the star-crossed lovers come to,
they find themselves stranded on a
desert island, surrounded by
paradise! Never ones to pass up an
opportunity, the two quickly make
up for lost time, temporarily
forgetting their dire straits. -- VIZ
Media
Finder Deluxe Edition: Caught in a
Cage, Vol. 2 (Yaoi Manga)
The Crimson Spell
One Wing in the Finder
The Indigo Book
Cavo is a hideous monster with a
pure heart. Liam, on the other hand,
might look like the perfect
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gentleman, but he's a beast on the
inside, and he has an eccentric
personality to boot. When Cavo
rescues Liam from an unfortunate
situation in the forest, the paths of
the monster and the beast cross for
the first time. Will their meeting be a
fleeting encounter or a timeless
entanglement? And will Liam
succeed in leading the innocent
Cavo astray?
A young man is strangely drawn to
two older vampires.
Seeing Kurose for the first time in
two months, Shirotani takes a big
step forward in their
relationship—and his treatment—by
kissing Kurose’s hand when asked.
Then, after Kurose fails to invite
him home, Shirotani chases after
him! Could this new, more
impulsive side of Shirotani signal a
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new phase in their tumultuous
relationship? -- VIZ Media
Kei Kurosu, the ordinary office
worker, is a being that feeds from
humans' life force. Since men with
strong libido have stronger life
forces, usually he also sleeps with
them.One day, Kei bumped into a
handsome mixed-race hotel owner,
Shou, who suddenly took Kei to his
room and said, "I've finally found
you again. It has been 20 years
since the time you left our house
and tell me to find you". Despite Kei
having no memory about that
promise at all, Shou keeps pursuing
him and his body!For some reason,
Kei could not use his memory
modification on Shou. Moreover, he
started getting addicted to Shou's
taste... What actually happened in
their past?Will the love born
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between these two different beings
last forever?
It Begins With Goodbye (Yaoi / BL
Manga)
Wanted
Whispers from the Past
False Memories
Love is a battlefield! Language arts teacher
Issa Kanamori had to get a pheromonal
block in order to withstand all the raging
pheromones at the high school where he
works. But his growing attraction to
student Issei Kagashi is starting to test the
limits of his expertly applied and
maintained block. Now all that pent-up
lust has turned him into a ticking time
bomb! Can Issei’s love save his teacher
before it's too late? -- VIZ Media
Yuki Cross has no memory of her past
prior to the moment she was saved from a
vampire attack ten years ago. She was
adopted by the headmaster of Cross
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Academy, and now works alongside Zero
to guard the Academy's secret. Yuki
believes that vampires and humans can
coexist peacefully, but her partner has
different ideas... -- VIZ Media
Impulsive freelance photographer Akihito
Takaba isn’t one to back down from a
challenge. Undeterred by the ravaging his
body took at the hands of Ryuichi Asami,
Akihito stakes out the handsome crime
boss’s club hoping to get the information
he needs to take him down. Meanwhile,
rival mafioso Fei Long returns to Hong
Kong after his run-in with Asami and
reminisces about their time together seven
years earlier. What could the future
possibly hold for this very deadly love
triangle? -- VIZ Media
Yuriyon (Irodori Comics)
Crimson Spell
Embracing Love, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)
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